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Context: Surveillance discourse? 

 The Times, 1985 (Times Digital Archive, Cengage) 
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Surveillance & Society website; 
http://library.queensu.ca/ojs/index.php/surveillance-and-society/about/editorialPolicies#focusAndScope 



The Surveillance & Society Corpus 
Journal  

(whole corpus) 

Volumes 

Issues 

Articles 

Lexical 
patterns 

Years 2002 - 2015 

Volumes 1-13 

# Files 514 

# Tokens 2,570,628 

# Types 53,486 
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RQ: What are the common features of 
surveillance discourse in the S&S 
journal (i.e. across all volumes)? 



Patterns in  
the Surveillance 
& Society journal 

Patterns in 
surveillance 
blog posts 

Context 
Times Digital Archive 

Surveillance 
patterns in 

the TDA 



Alternative approach 

Topic 
modelling 

Surveillance 
patterns in 

the TDA 

Patterns in 
the S&S 
Journal 

Patterns in 
surveillance 

blogs 



Case study: Method 

External 
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(key 
keywords) 

Internal 
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(lockwords) 

1. Single words 

2. Co-occurrence 



External comparison: Key keywords 

Key keywords: “words which are key in a large 
number of texts of a given type” (Scott, 1997, p. 
237) 
 
o Keyword: “a word which occurs with unusual 

frequency in a given text” (Scott, 1997, p. 
236) 
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External comparison: Key keywords 



abstract, access, actions, activities, agencies, analysis, argues, automated, 
behavior, camera, cameras, cctv, citizens, concerns, context, contexts, 
control, crime, data, databases, deleuze, discourses, enforcement, ericson, 
eu, example, focus, forms, foucauldian, foucault, governance, identification, 
identities, identity, individual, individuals, information, interaction, internet, 
issues, law, lyon, mechanisms, media, monitor, monitored, monitoring, 
networks, panopticon, perceived, police, policing, populations, potential, 
power, practices, privacy, process, processes, profiling, protection, public, 
regarding, research, security, shift, space, spaces, studies, surveillance, 
systems, techniques, technologies, technology, tools, tracking, 
understanding, visibility, websites 

79 Key keywords (verbs and nouns only; vs. BNC) 

External comparison: Key keywords 



abstract, access, actions, activities, agencies, analysis, argues, automated, 
behavior, camera, cameras, cctv, citizens, concerns, context, contexts, 
control, crime, data, databases, deleuze, discourses, enforcement, ericson, 
eu, example, focus, forms, foucauldian, foucault, governance, identification, 
identities, identity, individual, individuals, information, interaction, internet, 
issues, law, lyon, mechanisms, media, monitor, monitored, monitoring, 
networks, panopticon, perceived, police, policing, populations, potential, 
power, practices, privacy, process, processes, profiling, protection, public, 
regarding, research, security, shift, space, spaces, studies, surveillance, 
systems, techniques, technologies, technology, tools, tracking, 
understanding, visibility, websites 

79 Key keywords (verbs and nouns only; vs. BNC) 

External comparison: Key keywords 

surveillance technologies 



abstract, access, actions, activities, agencies, analysis, argues, automated, 
behavior, camera, cameras, cctv, citizens, concerns, context, contexts, 
control, crime, data, databases, deleuze, discourses, enforcement, ericson, 
eu, example, focus, forms, foucauldian, foucault, governance, identification, 
identities, identity, individual, individuals, information, interaction, internet, 
issues, law, lyon, mechanisms, media, monitor, monitored, monitoring, 
networks, panopticon, perceived, police, policing, populations, potential, 
power, practices, privacy, process, processes, profiling, protection, public, 
regarding, research, security, shift, space, spaces, studies, surveillance, 
systems, techniques, technologies, technology, tools, tracking, 
understanding, visibility, websites 

79 Key keywords (verbs and nouns only; vs. BNC) 

External comparison: Key keywords 

surveillance research 



Internal comparison: Lockwords 
o Lockword:  “relatively static in terms of 

frequency” (Baker, 2011, p. 66) 
o Each volume vs. rest 
o Each word ranked by the absolute ‘Log Ratio’ 

score (Hardie, 2014) 
–  ‘log ratio’ = short for ‘binary log of the ratio 

of relative frequencies’ 



Internal comparison: Lockwords 
abstract, access, according, act, action, actions, activities, activity, acts, addition, aim, allows, analysis, 
approach, argued, article, attempt, attention, authorities, based, became, become, becomes, called, case, 
cases, change, come, computer, concept, concern, concerned, concerns, conditions, consequences, 
context, contrast, control, course, create, culture, defined, described, developed, development, did, 
discussed, discussion, do, does, doing, done, effect, end, environment, established, example, existing, 
extent, face, fact, find, focus, force, form, forms, found, function, future, given, go, going, government, group, 
groups, had, has, have, having, history, human, idea, identified, importance, important, include, included, 
including, increase, increased, individuals, instance, interest, interests, introduction, issues, knowledge, 
known, lack, level, levels, light, limited, lives, made, make, makes, making, means, mechanisms, members, 
monitor, monitoring, number, order, paper, part, past, people, perceived, person, place, point, points, 
potential, practice, practices, present, presented, problem, process, processes, produced, provide, 
provided, provides, public, put, question, range, reality, regarding, related, relation, relationship, required, 
response, result, right, rights, role, see, seem, seen, sense, series, services, set, shift, show, shows, situation, 
society, spaces, study, subject, suggest, suggests, support, surveillance, system, take, taking, terms, things, 
threat, time, times, tools, turn, understand, understanding, understood, use, used, uses, using, view, way, 
words, working, works, years 

193 Lockwords (verbs and nouns only) 



External + internal: 
Shared key keywords & lockwords 

abstract, access, actions, activities, analysis, concerns, context, control, example, focus, 
forms, individuals, issues, mechanisms, monitor, monitoring, perceived, potential, 
practices, process, processes, public, regarding, shift, spaces, surveillance, tools, 
understanding 

28 Shared key keywords & lockwords (verbs and nouns only) 

KKWs LWs 



Shared co-occurrence contexts 
across all 13 volumes 
o  ‘Contexts’: co-occurrence probabilities with 

1.  KKWs 
2.  Shared KKWs/LWs 

o  Simplification: 
§  1 co-occurrence pair at a time 

o  Statistical tests for heterogeneity 
§  similar/shared = all volumes! 

o  Any evidence for difference? 
§  in co-occurrence probabilities across all volumes 
§  no evidence -> assume it is similar 

 Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins & Rothstein (2010); 
Cooper, Hedges, & Valentine, (2009) 



Evidence for 
difference in  
co-occurrence 
probability across 
volumes 



No evidence for 
difference in  
co-occurrence 
probability across 
volumes 



Consistent, directional 
KKW co-occurrence 
pairs across all 13 
volumes 
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public + authorities 
public + government 
public + public 
public + sector 

control + access 
forms + control 
processes + social 
forms + social 
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issues + raised 

technology + can 
security + new 
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across all 13 volumes 
[excluding the surveillance cluster] 



public + authorities 
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public + public 
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public + can 

control + access 
forms + control 
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information + control 

issues + privacy 
issues + raised 

technology + can 
security + new 
space + time 

public + will 

individuals + privacy 

power + can 

Consistent, directional KKW co-occurrence pairs 
across all 13 volumes 
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Consistent, directional 
shared KKWs + LWs  
co-occurrence pairs 
across all 13 volumes 
[excluding the 
surveillance cluster] 



Consistent, directional 
shared KKWs + LWs  
co-occurrence pairs 
across all 13 volumes 
[excluding the 
surveillance cluster] 



Concluding remarks 

o  Statistics helped to find a principled manner of  
extracting similar/ consistent, directional  
co-occurrences across volumes, e.g. 
§  KKW co-occurrence clusters: 
 
 
§  Further narrowing down by using shared KKWs/LWs 

o  Links between clusters:  
§  individuals + privacy; information + control  

control + access 
forms + control 
processes + social 
forms + social 

public + authorities 
public + government 
public + public 
public + sector 



o  Some challenges:  
§  finding a common language 
§  translating research aims into statistical measures (e.g. 

shared features = consistent co-occurrence of word pairs as 
found through heterogeneity test) 
 

o  Linguistic interpretation still necessary (to what 
extent?) 

“But it is also true that no purely statistical analysis of language 
patterns can reveal meaning. Statistics are vital, but only as a 
heuristic procedure. Biased as it is, it is only interpretation that 
can express what a word or a longer text segment means in a 
given context” (Teubert, 2015, p. 427) 

Points for discussion 
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